
 

Beskrivelse af forbedringsforslag – EG MainManager ERFA 2024 Point 

APP2 - Use QR codes more in EG MainManager Facility App 5,3 

Drawing on pictures in addition to zoom 5,1 

AD1 - Create your own fields in Module setup 5,0 

G1 - Create (all) data with Excel import 4,9 

APP1 - Use GIS, 2D drawings and BIM in EG MainManager Facility App 4,8 

G4 - Show which information you are filtering on 4,4 

When you delete something from a window, you get no information on what you are deleting 4,3 

DWG and RVT viewer 4,3 

Management of all fields via user roles 4,3 

G2 - Make chat more user friendly and adjustable 4,3 

D1 – Adjustable my page 4,3 

Helpdesk portal; the opportunity to restrict locations, connected to user 4,2 

Support general incidents (without work order) 4,2 

D3 – Embedded Power BI pages 4,1 

Generate orders from task management (via app) 4,1 

AD5 - Translate system directly through the interface 4,1 

G3 - Improvements on notifications 4,0 

Total object tree export to Excel 4,0 

The possibility to move connected data to similar object. A "move"-button 3,9 

Reset filter for snapshots 3,8 

Mapping tables in classification standards 3,8 

Customer overview on module level (like for instance Autodesk community) 3,8 

D2 – Fullscreen monitoring and graphs for all data 3,7 

Extract energy rating from Matrikkel/Datafordeler/… 3,7 

OM – 1 Improvements in visualisation of tasks, work orders and incidents 3,7 

Improve the context in the work order/scheme flow 3,7 

Improve, scheduling, status, KPI's, communication etc. in MM helpdesk 3,6 

B1 - Import building data from public services 3,5 

Drawing support, make marking available, redlining 3,5 

Schematic interactive drawing 3,4 

Schemes for checklists and checkpoints, and in purchase orders 3,4 

Work order - show the object's location and driving route in e.g. Google Maps 3,4 

Template dashboard for each user role 3,3 



 

 

B3 - Improvements to 2D/BIM viewer functionality 3,3 

AD2 - Make global search configurable 3,3 

Questionnaire; show all data from same scheme in grid included all answers 3,3 

Share setup, standard tasks etc among customer (Community of practises) 3,3 
Share snapshot with user groups/roles (several users available from report module today - 
easier access?) 3,2 

Support for condition analysis for external in the system, O&M plan 3,2 

B2 - Generate 2D drawings where needed 3,2 

Portal for active projekts and tasks 3,2 

GDPR-functionality, better func to take care of history 3,1 

Show all objects in room as list view 3,0 
Make it possible to create object icons on interactive drawings based on already localized 
objects and from Excel import 3,0 

Create snapshots via aliases 2,9 

Share all digitalized data or regulations etc among customers (CoP) 2,8 

AD6 - Make actions configurable 2,8 

E1 - Energy module with integration to EG Omega 2,7 
Better options to configure the web helpdesk portal fx remove GIS or chose different GIS 
layers etc. 

2,7 

AI 2,4 

"Off-the-shelf" integrations for the largest/most common financial systems 2,2 

Display so that environmental goals (energy saving/environment) are achieved 2,2 

AD3 - Shortcut and ordering of actions in lists, forms and sub data 2,2 

Way finder in the solution 2,1 

Larger text area for floor selector 2,1 

AD4 - Template reports based on all fields in data module  2,1 

The history log is difficult to read, you have to enter each simple object - no overall overview 2,0 

Import/export of helptexts for registration of objects 2,0 
Make it possible to change the type of task from operation task to maintenance task and vice 
versa (When running separate proceses for operation & maintenance) 

1,9 

When a user changes e-mail, the e-mail address must be changed in many places in the e-mail 
change system for employees  many clicks 

1,8 

Too many manual operations - wants automation of price index, price regulation, generation of 
basic invoices etc. 

1,7 

Module for key administration 1,6 
Make it possible to give access to both a portfolio and site in the same process step instead of 
two steps 1,4 

Customer editing of statuses, colurs, #listitems etc, make it user role dependent? Across 
modules. Port excisiting data to new status types. 1,2 


